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ABSTRACT

Optical studies of semiconductors under intense femtosecond laser pulse
excitation suggest that an ultrafast phase transition takes place before the
electronic system has time to thermally equilibrate with the lattice. The
excitation of a critical density of valence band electrons destabilizes the
covalent bondingin the crystal, resulting in a structural phase transition.
The deformation of the lattice leads to a decrease in the average bondingantibonding splitting and a collapse of the bandgap. Wereview the
relationship betweenstructural, electronic, and optical properties, as well
as the timescales for electron recombination, diffusion, and energy relaxation. Direct optical measurementsof the dielectric constant and secondorder nonlinear susceptibility are used to determine the time evolution of
the phase transition.
INTRODUCTION
For almost two decades the field of laser-induced phase transitions in
semiconductors has generated considerable interest. This field arose originally in the context of semiconductorannealing, a technologically important process aimed at repairing the damage to semiconductor crystals
caused by dopant atom implantation. The conventional method for this
process is thermal annealing--the slow baking of a semiconductor in an
oven. Whenthe sample is heated, the increased atomic mobility allows
0084-6600/95/0801~0223505.00
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defects to diffuse to the surface. In the 1970s,a newmethodfor repairing
damageto semiconductorcrystals, nowknownas laser annealing, was
discovered(1). In laser annealing,a short laser pulse incident on a damaged
region of a semiconductorinduces structural changesin the material that
result in the formationof a defect-free crystal. Althoughlaser annealing
of semiconductorshas not replaced thermal annealing in industrial semiconductorprocessing, the discoveryof laser annealingdid openup a new
and exciting chapter in the study of light-matter interactions: the use of
light to induce phase transitions in semiconductors.Ourfocus is not on
the thermal transition from solid to liquid (melting) induced by nanosecond and picosecondlaser pulses, whichhas been studied in detail.
Thedetails of this transition, including the heating of the solid, thermal
diffusion, melting, motion of the interphase boundary, and recrystallization are discussed in Reference2. Instead, weconcentratein this
paper on the highly nonequilibriumelectronic and structural dynamicsin
a semiconductorexcited by intense femtosecondpulses.
CHEMICAL

BONDS

AND ENERGY

BANDS

The arrangementof atomsin a crystal is intricately connectedwith the
state of the electrons in the material. Onone hand, given a set of atoms
and their crystal structure, the electronic properties of the solid can be
predicted. Onthe other hand, the valence electrons of the atomsin the
solid determinethe mostenergetically favorable arrangementof the ionic
cores of the atoms. Thecohesionof a semiconductorcrystal is primarily
due to covalent bondsbetweenthe atoms. Becauseof the periodicity in
the crystal structure, there is a correspondingperiodicity in reciprocal or
crystal momentum
space, whichallows a useful alternative description of
the state of the electrons. In the momentum
representation, the spatial
description of a bondis replaced by a delocalized representation of the
entire electronic system, wherethe eigenvalues of the Hamiltonianform
energybands. Thebondpicture of the spatial distribution of electrons and
the energy band picture of electronic states in momentum
space are two
complementaryways of looking at a solid. Although one description
maybe moreappropriate than the other for a particular discussion, an
understandingof both pictures provides additional insight into crystal
cohesion,electronic properties, andinteractions with light.
Figurela illustrates schematicallya covalentbondbetweentwoidentical
atoms, each having only one electron in a particular energylevel (note
that each level has two spin states). If the two atomsare brought close
enoughto each other that their wavefunctionsoverlap, the energies of
their collective state will be different fromthe energies of the individual
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Figure 1 (a) Covalent bonding results from the splitting of an atomic energy level into
bonding and antibonding levels separated by an energy AE~. (b) Metallic bonding results
from the broadening of an atomic energy level into a band of energies of width AEb..d. O:
filled electronic state, (3: emptyelectronic state.

atoms. The resulting diatomic molecule has a symmetric ground state
wavefunction with an energy lower than the initial atomic level, and an
antisymmetric excited state wavefunction with an energy higher than the
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initial atomiclevel. Theseare called the bondingand antibondingstates.
The boundconfiguration consists of two electrons occupyingthe lower
level, wherethe energy of the molecule is lower than that of the two
individual atoms. Thesharing of the electrons results in a covalent bond
betweenthe two atoms. If one or both of the electrons are excited to the
antibonding level, the moleculeno longer has a lower total energythan
the two individual atoms.
Metallic bonding arises from a more delocalized overlap of atomic
orbitals in a solid. This overlap of the orbitals of a particular atomic
energy level leads to a broadeningof this energy level into a band of
energies. If the atomicenergylevels are not fully occupied,then, as the
atomsare broughtcloser together to forma solid, the total energywill be
lower than for the isolated atoms, as illustrated schematicallyin Figure
lb. This type of bondingresults in a partially filled energyband,whichis
required for electronic conductionandis characteristic of metals(3).
Semiconductorsexhibit characteristics of both covalent bondingand
metallic bonding.Onthe one hand, nearest neighbors formcovalent bonds
by sharing two electrons, whichresults in a splitting of atomiclevels into
bonding and antibonding states. On the other hand, these bonding and
antibonding states are broadenedinto bonding and antibonding energy
bands by moredelocalized interactions with the other atomsin the solid.
Whenthe averagebonding-antibondingsplitting in the material is larger
than the width of the energy bands, an energygap will exist betweenthe
bondingand the antibondingbands (see Figure 2a). If the atomicorbitals
start out half-filled, then the groundstate consists of a fully occupied
bondingband and an emptyantibonding band. In this case, the material
will not conduct electricity. However,whenthe average bonding-antibondingsplitting is smaller than the widthof the energybands, the bonding
and antibonding bands overlap (see Figure 2b). The resulting partially
filled bandslead to metallic electronic characteristics evenin the ground
state. Asemiconductorcorrespondsto the formercase: Anenergy bandgap
separates the bonding (valence) and antibonding (conduction) bands.
Semiconductorsare insulators in the groundstate; however,they start
conductingwhenelectrons are excited fromthe valence to the conduction
band. Conductivityin a semiconductoris mediatedboth by the negatively
chargedelectrons excited to the conductionbandand by the positive holes
left behind in the valence bandby the excited electrons. Theconducting
electronsandholes are often referred to collectivelyas free chargecarriers
or simplyfree carriers.
Mostof the work on laser-induced phase transitions has focused on
group IV and III-V semiconductorsin the diamondand zincblende crystal
structures. Thesematerials are appropriate for studying cohesionbecause
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Figure 2 (a) Schematic representation of a semiconductor: AE~_.> AEband. (b) Schematic
representation of a metal: AE~< mEband.

of the central role played by covalent bondsin these crystals. Both the
diamondand the zincblendestructures are built from tetrahedrally coordinated atoms,with eachpair of nearest neighborsheld together by sharing
twoelectrons. If a significant fraction of these bondingelectronsis excited
to antibondingstates, the cohesionof the crystal will be strongly affected
(4).

LIGHT-SEMICONDUCTOR INTERACTIONS
Theelectronic structure of a material determinesits optical properties.
Classically, the higher charge-to-massratio of the electrons compared
with
that of the protonsin the nucleusaccountsfor the moreimportantrole of
the former in the optical response of a material. Quantum
mechanically,
this dominantrole for the electrons arises becauseoptical photonenergies
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and the energyspacings betweenelectronic levels fall in the samerange.
The energy spacings betweennuclear levels are muchlarger than optical
photonenergies, resulting in negligible nuclear transition probabilities.
Furthermore,the transition energies for the core electrons are also much
greater than optical photonenergies, and thus only the valence or outer
shell electrons significantly contribute to the optical properties. Although
electromagneticradiation can producecollective vibrational excitations of
the lattice by exciting phonons,phononfrequencies are generally in the
far infrared, well belowthe frequenciesof interest in this discussion. Thus
whenvisible or ultraviolet light is absorbedby a material, most of the
energyis initially transferred to the outer shell electronswithoutdirectly
perturbingthe nuclei or the core electrons.
Absorption of Light in a Semiconductor
Absorptionof light in a semiconductor
can occur either throughinterband
or intraband electronic excitations. However,an electronic transition can
only occur betweena filled initial state and an emptyfinal state. In the
groundstate of a semiconductor(i.e. at absolute zero temperature), all
bands are either completelyfilled or completelyempty,so intraband transitions cannot occur. Onlywhena significant numberof electrons has been
transferred from the valence to the conduction bands does intraband
absorption, also knownas free-carrier absorption, becomean important
mechanism
for absorption of light. Usually, interband absorption is the
principal mechanism
for absorption of light in a semiconductor.
An optically induced interband electronic transition must conserve
energy and crystal momentum
(4). To satisfy the requirement of energy
conservation,the difference betweenthe energies of the final andinitial
electronicstates in the transitionEfina! -- Einitia I mustequalthe energyof the
absorbed photon h~o. The magnitude of the momentum
of the absorbed
photonis muchsmaller than the magnitudeof the electron crystal momentumk. In order to satisfy conservationof crystal momentum,
an optically
inducedelectronic transition must leave the electron crystal momentum
essentially unchanged.Thusa photonof energyh~ocan directly induce an
interband electronic transition only betweenstates that satisfy the condition Efinal(k ) -Einitial(k ) = ~/(,O. Thistype of process,known
as a direct
transition, is a two-beadyprocess involving an electron and a photon.
Figure3a illustrates schematicallya direct interbandtransition.
Interband absorption can also occur through indirect electronic transitions, as shownin Figure3b. In this case, the initial andfinal valuesof
the electron crystal momentum
are not the same. A phononis required in
the process to carry away the excess momentum.
A phonon can have a
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Figure 3 Schematic representation of (a) a direct transition and (b) an indirect transition.
The wiggly arrow represents a photon, and the zig-zag arrow represents a phonon.

large momentum,
but its energy is small comparedto that of the photon.
Thusan indirect transition is characterized approximatelyby the following
twoconditions: (a) energyconservation, Efinal--Einitia
I = hf-Ophoton,and (b)
crystal momentum
conservation, kfinal~--kinitial
= kphonon. Becausedirect
transitions are lower-order processes than indirect transitions, direct transitions dominate the absorption spectrum over the range of photon energies in which they are allowed.
There are several commonfeatures in the absorption spectra of semiconductors that result from commonfeatures in their band structures.
One of the most noteworthy features is the fundamental absorption edge
at a photon energy corresponding to the minimumenergy gap Egap separating the valence and conduction bands. Assumingnegligible free-carrier
absorption, a semiconductor is transparent to light of photon energy
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less than Egap because there are no resonant interband transitions in this
frequency range, as shownin Figure 3.1
At photon energies above Egap, the absorption spectrum will depend on
whether a semiconductor has a direct or an indirect minimumbandgap.
In a direct-gap semiconductor such as GaAs, the minimumin the conduction band occurs at the same point in k-space (same value of crystal
momentum)as the maximumin the valence band. In contrast, the conduction band minimumand the valence band maximumoccur at different
points in k-space for an indirect semiconductor such as Si. Thus direct
transitions
dominate the absorption spectrum of direct-gap semiconductors at all photon energies above Egap. Indirect transitions make up
the absorption spectrum of indirect-gap semiconductors at photon energies between Egap and the minimumvalue of the direct energy gap
Econduction(k)- Eval .... (k) (see Figure3b).
In general, the conduction band of a semiconductor has more than
one relative energy minimumin k-space. The absolute conduction band
minimumin GaAs occurs at k -- 0, known as the F-point. The region
around this

minimum is called

the F-valley.

GaAs also

has relative

minima

at points symmetrically equivalent to k = (lll)~t/a and k = (100)~z/a,
where a is the lattice spacing. The eight symmetrical equivalents of
k = (111)~/a are knownas L-points, whereas the six symmetrical equivalents of k = (100)rc/a are called the X-points. The regions around these
symmetrypoints are called the L-valleys and the X-valleys, respectively.
In GaAsat room temperature, the direct energy gap at the F-point,
which is also the minimumenergy gap Egap, is equal to 1.42 eV (6).
Pseudopotential calculations show the direct gaps at the L- and X-points
to be about 3 and 5 eV, respectively (7). Also, the conduction-band minimumat the L-point is 0.29 eV above that at the F-point, whereas the Xpoint conduction-band minimumexceeds that at the F-point by 0.48 eV
(6). Figure 4 shows the band structure of GaAsbetween the L- and
points and between the F- and X-points.
The optical properties of a semiconductor are quantitatively described
by the dielectric function e(og). The dielectric function is complex and
describes the magnitudeand phase of the material response to an electromagnetic field. Figure 5 shows both the real and imaginary parts of the
dielectric function of GaAsat room temperature (8). The three main
features, labeled Eg,p, El, and E2, are commonto the Group IV and III-V
semiconductors, although their locations and the relative sizes of these

~ Discrete absorption lines, however, do appear a few meVbelow Egap that correspond to
the excitation of boundelectron-hole pairs of excitons (5).
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Asection of the electronic band structure of GaAs(after Reference 7).

features vary from material to material. The point Egap(at 1.42 eVfor
GaAs)marks the fundamentalband edge belowwhichIra(e) is zero;
andE2(located at 3.0 eVand4.75 eV, respectively, for GaAs)(9) label
two mainabsorption peaksin the spectrum.Thesepeaksarise fromregions
in the bandstructure (the region aroundthe L-point for the E1 peak and
the region aroundthe X-pointfor the E2 peak) in whichthe valence band
is roughlyparallel to the conduction
band,resulting in a large, joint density
of states for direct interbandtransitions (10). TheEzpeak, whichis roughly
coincident with the zero-crossing in Re(e), is the stronger of the two
absorption peaks, and its location gives the approximatevalue of the
averagebonding-antibondingsplitting of GaAs(3).
Muchof the workon laser-induced .phase transitions discussed in this
paper involves the optical excitation of GaAsat photon energies above
Egap. BecauseGaAsis a direct-gap semiconductor,the optical excitation
is dominatedby direct transitions at all frequencies. Althoughthere are
differencesin the details of optical excitationin direct-gapvs indirect-gap
semiconductors,mostof the key issues weaddress apply to~ both types of
materials. Analysis of the results presented here for GaAs,however,is
simplified by the lack of complicationsarising fromindirect transitions.
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Fi#ure 5 Dielectric function of GaAs (after Reference 8). E~,p labels the fundamental
absorption edge corresponding to the minimumbandgap. E~ and E2 label the two main
absorption peaks.

Energy Transfer

in a Semiconductor

The optical excitation of electrons from the valence band to the conduction
band in a semiconductor leads to a series of processes through which the
energy of the excited electrons is distributed to the rest of the electronic
system as well as to the lattice. Figure 6 summarizes the main energy
transfer processes. Optical excitation of electrons can occur only in regions
of k-space satisfying
the direct transition
condition Enn,~(k)Einitial(k) = ho9, where ~o is within the spectral bandwidthof the incident
light. As a result, the incident light creates a nonequilibrium population
of free carriers (electrons in the conduction band and holes in the valence
band) with a narrow distribution of crystal momentum
(localized in
space).
CARRII~R--CARRIER
SCATTERING
The nonequilibrium free-carrier
population quickly spreads out in k-space through carrier-carrier scattering, as
indicated by process 1 in Figure 6. The time scale for electron-electron
scattering decreases with increasing conduction electron density and is
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FitTure6 Representationof scattering processesandtheir correspondingequilibration times
followinglaser excitation of an initial distribution of free carriers. Process1 indicates the
spreadingout of the initial carrier distribution in k-spacethroughcarrier-carrier scattering,
whichleads to carrier thermalization. Processes2 and 3 showintravalley and intervalley
carrier-phononscattering, respectively. Theinteraction of carriers and phononsleads to
electron-lattice equilibration. Carrier-densityrelaxation occurs throughrecombination
processes such as Augerrecombination,shownby process4. In Augerrecombination,an electron
anda hole recombine,givingoff the excess energyand momentum
to a third free carrier.

shorter than 20 fs for electron densities in excessof 10TM cm-3 (11). Through
multiplescattering, the initial nonequilibrium
distribution of free carriers
thermalizes to a Fermi-Diracdistribution within a few hundredfemtoseconds(12). Thetemperature.of this thermal distribution is set by the
initial free-carrier excess energy, correspondingto the energyabovethe
conductionband minimum
for electrons and the energy belowthe valence
band maximum
for holes. Thus carrier-carrier scattering merely redistribtites the. energy amongthe excited electrons and holes and does not
changethe averageenergyof the excited free carriers.
Carrier-carrier scattering includesthree similar but separate processes:
electron-electronscattering,-hole-holescattering, andelectron-holescattering. Thefirst two lead to. independentthermalization of the excited
electron and hole populations,whereasthe third leads to equilibration of
the two populationswith each other. Electron-holeequilibration is driven
by the initial differencein averageexcessenergiesbetween
excitedelectrons
and holes. In GaAs,for example,a difference betweenelectron and hole
excessenergies arises during direct interband transitions in the F-valley
because of the higher curvature of the conduction band comparedwith
that of the valence.band(see Figure3a).
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CARRIER-PHONON
SCATTERING
Although the excited free carriers become
internally thermalizedwithin a few hundredfemtoseconds,they are still
far out of equilibriumwith the lattice on this time scale. Energytransfer
fromthe excited electrons to the lattice occursthroughthe slowerprocess
of carrier-phonon scattering, shownby process 2 in Figure 6. The time
scale for carrier-phononscattering is longer than that for carrier-carrier
scattering because the coupling of free carriers to phononsis weaker
than the coupling of free carriers to each other. Typical carrier-phonon
scattering times are on the order of a few hundredfemtoseconds(13).
However,multiplescattering is required to transfer the excessenergyfrom
the electrons to the lattice. Thephononsprimarily responsiblefor cooling
the hot electrons have energies on the order of 30 meV(see below). For
initial electron excess energies on the order of 0.5 eV(correspondingto
excitation of GaAs with 2-eVphotons),the energytransfer processrequires
over 10 phononemission events per electron. Thusfor excitation significantly abovethe bandgap,electron-lattice thermalization occurs on a
time scale of a few picoseconds(13).
Before describing the interactions betweenfree carriers and phonons,
we first examinethe phononspectrum of semiconductors, shownschematically in Figure 7. Becausediamond(Si) and zincblende(GaAs)crystal
lattices havea two-atombasis, the phononspectra of these materials split
into two mainbranches: acoustic and optical (4). Eachof these branches
in turn splits into three polarization vectors for the atomicdisplacements
of a traveling wave:twothat are transverse to the direction of propagation
and one that is longitt~dinal. Theacoustic branchgets its namefrom the
small wavevectorlimit in whichit has a linear dispersion relation and
supports the propagation of sound. The optical branch has higher frequenciesthan the acoustic branchanda relatively flat dispersionrelation.
It is called the optical branchbecauseits small wavevectorphononscan
couple directly to infrared photons. Althoughfree carriers can interact
with both optical and acoustic phonons,energy transfer is dominatedby
optical phononsbecauseof their higher energies.
The nature of the interaction between free carriers and phononsin
semiconductorsdepends on whether there is an ionic componentto the
crystal bonding.In an elemental semiconductorsuch as Si, the bondsare
purely covalent, and the carrier-phonon interaction is mediatedby the
deformationpotential (5), whichis the potential energy associated with
the changein electronic band structure arising from small atomic displacementsproducedby lattice vibrations. This changein band structure
introducesan effective force betweenphononsandfree carriers. Thedeformation potential coupling is independentofphononwavevect0r(5), allowing hot free carriers to emit phononsof different wavelengths."
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Figure. 7 Typical phonon spectrum along a symmetrydirection for a crystal with a twoatom basis, and cubic symmetry. LO: longitudim;1 optical modes; TO: transverse optical
modes; LA: longitudinal acoustic modes; TA: transverse acoustic modes,

Compoundsemiconductors such as GaAs, on the other hand, have
partially i6nic bondsbecauseof the different electron affinities of the
two componentelements. In this type of material, knownas a polar
semiconductor,the atomicdisplacementsof a phononset up an oscillating
electric dipole. For longitudinallattice vibrations,this dipolegives rise to
an +lectric field that couplesdirectly to the chargedfree carriers (14). The
polar coupling is inversely proportional to the square of the phonon
wavevector(5), leading to preferential emission of long-wavelength
phononsby hot free carriers. Because the longitudinal optical (LO)
phononsemitted by electrons through the polar interaction have long
wavelengths(small values on q, the phononwavevector), the change
electron crystal momentum
is very small. This small change in crystal
momentum
means that after emitting an LO phonon, the conductionbandelectron remainswithin the sameenergyvalley as that of its initial
state. In GaAs,electronic cooling occurs mainly through intravalley
phononscattering.
Intervalley phononscattering can also play an importantrole in energy
transfer followingthe optical generationof free carriers (15). In intervalley
scattering, illustrated by process3 in Figure6, excited electrons scatter
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into a different conduction band valley through either phonon emission
or absorption. Because the various conduction band valley.s are centered
at different values of crystal momentum,intervalley scattering requires
large q (short wavelength) optical or acoustic phonons to’ satisfy the
requirement of crystal momentumconservation. Thus the deformation
potential mediates this type of scattering. Note that intervalley scattering
will not occur for an electron if its energy is more than a phononquantum
below the minimumof the destination valley.
By distributing the excited electron population throughout the conduction band, intervalley scattering affects the electron-lattice energy
relaxation time. In the experiments on GaAsreviewed in this paper~ a laser
pulse excites electrons primarily into the F-valley. However;intervalley
scattering transfers some of these excited electrons into the L- and Xvalleys, both of which have higher energy minima than the E-valley.
Becausethey do not have as far to decay, the electrons in these side valleys
cannot emit as manyLOphonons through polar scattering as the electrons
in the F-valley unless they scatter back into the F-valley. In this way,
intervalley scattering slows downthe transfer of energy from the electronic
systemto the lattice (15).
CARRIER RECOMBINATION AND DIFFUSION Although the scattering
processes discussed so far distribute the initial excitation energy throughout
the electronic system and the lattice, none of these processes changes the
density of the excited free carriers. Twoprocesses that do change the freecarrier density are carrier recombination and carrier diffusion. Carrier
recombination, or electron-hole recombination, refers to processes in
which an electron in the conduction band and a hole in the valence
band recombine. In other words, an electron previously excited to the
conduction band makes a transition back down to the valence band, as
shownby process 4 in Figure 6. Carrier diffusion, on the other hand, refers
to the average motion of free carriers from high carrier-density regions to
low carrier-density regions. Recombination lowers the total number of
free carriers in a crystal whereasdiffusion redistributes free carriers in real
space. However,for the purposes of the work reviewed in this paper, both
types of processes reduce the numberof free carriers in the laser-excited
region.
Time scales for recombination processes depend on the free-carrier
density and on the specific type of process. The various types of recombination differ according to how the energy lost by the electron in the
downwardtransition to the valence band is given off. Twoof the most
important types of recombination are radiative recombination, in which
the transition energy is radiated as a photon, and Auger recombination,
in which the transition energy is transferred to another free carrier.
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A radiative recombinationevent occurs through the spontaneousemission of a photon whena conduction band electron and a valence band
hole annihilate eachother. Thusthe radiative recombination
rate Rradiative
is proportional to the product of the conductionelectron density times
the hole density:Rradiativo= Cradiativer/P, wheren is the conduction
electron
density, p is the density of holes in the valenceband, andCradiativ e is a
constant(16). In the case of optical generationof free carriers, n = p =
whereN is the density of electron-hole pairs. Wecan define an instantaneousrecombination
timeZrad~a,ive
by setting Rradiativ e = N/’Cradiativ e. Then
for radiative recombination,
wehavezr~di~tiv¢-I= .(CradiativeN)
In contrast, an Augerrecombinationeven involves three free carriers
becausethe electron-hole annihilation transfers energyeither to another
conductionelectron or to a hole in the valence band. Therefore,the Auger
recombinationrate RAu~
in the case of optically generatedfree carriers
3. This expression gives an
with density N is given by RAnger= CAugo~N
N-2. In laserinstantaneousAugerrecombinationtime of Zau~r= C,~u~ger
induced structural change experiments using femtosecond-excitation
pulses, the femtosecond
laser pulsegeneratesinitial carrier densities greater
than 10:~ cm-3, a regime where Auger recombination is the dominant
mechanism(17).
The above treatment of recombination needs to be modified at high
carrier densities whereCraai~voand CAuger themselvesbecomefunctions of
N. OnceN exceeds roughly 10TM cm-~, both of these coefficients will
decreasewith increasingcarrier densitydueto electronic screeningeffects.
Thepresenceof manyrnobile charge carriers leads to a partial screening
of the Coulomb
interactiion betweenfree carriers. Theweakerinteraction
reducesthe probability o f a recombination
event, thus loweringthe recombination rate comparedto the unscreenedcase. A calculation based on
static screeningtheory for the case of Si suggests that the Augerrecom:~
bination time saturates at about 6 ps for carrier densities exceeding10
cm-~ (17).
Carrier diffusion is another importantmechanism
that reduces the free
carrier density in the region excited by the laser pulse. Therate at which
carriers diffuse out of the laser-excited region is given by Raiff~ion ~
N/%~,~o,= D~V2N,wherethe ambipolar diffusion constant D, takes into
accountdiffusion of both electronsand holes (5). If the laser spot size
the samplesurface is muchbigger than the absorption depth 6, then the
carrier density varies only in the direction normalto the samplesurface:
-~/~. In this case, the diffusiontimeis givenby"~diffusion = ¯62/D.
N(z)= N(O)e
Thediffusion constant/)a is related to the excited electron temperatureT~
and to the carrier mobilitythroughthe Einstein relation Da= k~T¢#./e(5,
17), whereka is the Boltzmann
constant, #. a reducedcarrier mobilityfor
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conduction electrons and valence holes, and e is the magnitudeof the
electron charge. If the electron temperaturevaries in time, such as during
and after femtosecondlaser-pulse excitation (18), the diffusion constant
will also vary in time. Thedependenceof D~on electronic temperatureis
further complicatedby the implicit dependenceof the carrier mobility
on the electron temperature,whichis not easily determined.
Althoughan increased electron temperatureresulting from femtosecond
laser-pulse excitation shouldspeedup diffusion, carrier confinementslows
it down(18). This effect arises from the reduction in the bandgapin
excited semiconductordue to many-body
interactions in the free-carrier
system(18, 19). In laser-pulse excitation, the spatial gradientof the light
intensity in the material leads to a spatial gradient in the excitedcarrier
density. Thecarrier-density gradient, in turn, causes a gradient in the
bandgap,with a smaller bandgapcoinciding with higher carrier density.
In the absenceof diffusion, free carriers will tend towardsthe regions with
smaller bandgaps,thus this spatial gradient results in carrier confinement
that slows downdiffusion (18). Simulations and experimental measurementsshow that carrier-density
relaxation
through these processes
occurs
on a picosecondtime scale (17, 18, 20, 21).
SUMMARY
OFENERGY
TRANSFER
The above discussion of energy transfer
in a semiconductoris not meantto be a comprehensivetreatment of this
expansive subject. Manyother scattering mechanismssuch as scattering
with plasmons(collective electronic excitations), impurityscattering, and
combinationsof all of the aboveplay a role in the distribution of the
laser-deposited energy. A full reviewof these processes can be found in
Reference4. Thegoal of this section is to providea sense for the relevant
time scales for energytransfer followingfemtosecond
laser-pulse excitation
of a semiconductor.In particular, carrier-carrier scattering thermalizes
the free-carrier population within a few hundredfemtoseconds;carrierphononscattering leads to carrier-lattice equilibration on a time scale of
a few picoseconds; and carrier recombinationand diffusion reduce the
free-carrier density in the excited region also within a few picoseconds.

LASER-INDUCED

PHASE

TRANSITIONS

Thestrong connectionbetweenthe electronic systemandthe lattice structure of a solid suggeststhat a changein oneaffects the other. When
a laser
pulse is incident on a semiconductor,
it interacts with the electronic system
in the material by exciting electrons from the valence band to the conductionband. If strong enough,this electronic excitation leads to a struc-
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tural change in the lattice. The central question to address, then, is how
the excitation of the electronic system results in atomic motion.

Thermal Model vs Plasma Model
Followingthe first experiimentsin laser annealing, two modelswereproposedto explain the structural changeresulting fromelectronic excitation.
Onemodel, knownas the thermal model, describes the structural change
as a thermal melting process (22-24). Thethermal modelassumesthat the
hot electrons rapidly equilibrate with the lattice by exciting lattice
vibrations (emitting phonons). Withthis assumption, the laser energy
depositedin the material can be treated as thoughit is instantly converted
to heat. If the incident laser pulse is strong enough,the irradiated part of
the samplewill heat up to the meltingtemperatureand undergoa transition
to the liquid phaseas the latent heat of fusion is supplied.
Theother model,knownas the plasmamodel, attributes the structural
changeto destabilization of the covalentbondsresulting directly fromthe
electronic excitation (25, 26). Theplasmamodelassumesa slow rate
phononemission by the: excited electronic system comparedwith the
energydepositiontime (i.e. the laser pulse width). This assumptionimplies
that structural changecart occurwhile the electronic systemandthe lattice
are not in thermal equilibrium with each other, although each of these
systemsmaybe internally in a quasi-equilibrium.Accordingto this model,
the structural changeis drivendirectly by the excited electronic system.If
a high enoughfraction of the valence electrons is excited from bonding
states to antibondingstates, the crystal becomesunstable, anda structural
phasetransition occurs.
Picosecond Pulses vs .Femtosecond Pulses
Thedebateover the explanationfor laser-inducedstructural changeprompted
experimentaltests of these two models. Early results, fromexperiments
involvinglaser pulses witlh pulse widthsof tens of picosecondsor longer,
showedevidence for strong heating of the sampleand agreed well with
predictions from computersimulations based on the thermal model(22,
27, 28). Later, Ramanspectroscopy experimentson semiconductorsconfirmedthat an excited electronic systemcan equilibrate with the lattice in
just a few picoseconds (13), in agreementwith the assumptionin the
thermal model.
Theintroduction of femtosecondlasers in the mid-1980sled to renewed
interest in this topic (29). Thedevelopment
of lasers producingpulses
less than 100 fs duration openedup the possibility of depositingenergyin
a semiconductoron a time scale that is short comparedwith the electron-
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lattice equilibrium time of a few picoseconds. By depositing energy faster
than the electrons can transfer it to the lattice or recombinewith holes, an
intense short pulse can excite a very high density of free carriers before
significant heating of the lattice can occur. Dueto the high peak intensities
in femtosecondpulses, nonlinear absorption further increases the density
of excited carriers (30). This suggests that femtosecondlaser-pulse excitation of semiconductors can create the conditions necessary for electronically driven structural change. Indeed, recent experimental results
show that the response of a semiconductor to a femtosecondlaser pulse is
fundamentally different from the response to a picosecond or nanosecond
laser pulse (29, 31-38). The remainder of this paper focuses on the femtosecond excitation-pulse regime.
Response of the Linear Optical

Properties

Determining the behavior of both the electronic and structural properties
of a semiconductor is of prime importance to understanding the phase
transition induced by a femtosecondoptical excitation. However,to probe
the structural change directly would require a subpicosecond X-ray or
electron probe, which is not currently available. To resolve the response
of a material to laser-pulse excitation on such a short time scale, a femtosecond laser pulse is generally used to probe the optical properties of the
material over a range of time delays following the excitation pulse. In
essence, this pump-probetechnique provides a series of snapshots of the
material at different times following the excitation, thereby mappingout
the time evolution of the optical property being measured. Because the
optical properties of a semiconductorare directly related to its electronic
structure, as discussed above, optical pump-probetechniques provide a
valuable tool for monitoring the changes in the electronic band structure.
The band structure in turn carries information about the crystal structure.
Using this pump-probe scheme, a number of researchers have mapped
out the time evolution of a semiconductor’s reflectivity following intense
femtosecondlaser-pulse excitation (29, 31-33, 35-38). In both Si (29,
33) and GaAs(35-37), the reflectivity shows a sharp rise within roughly
200 fs after the excitation pulse for excitation fluences greater than the
threshold for permanent damage. Figure 8 showsa typical exampleof this
reflectivity behavior plotted vs pump-probetime delay. The data points in
°Figure 8 represent experimental values for the reflectivity of GaAsat a 45
incident angle for p-polarized light measuredusing a 70-fs, 2.2-eV probe
pulse following excitation with a 70-fs 1.9-eV excitation pulse. The fluence
(energy per unit area) of the excitation pulse in this case is 1.5 kJ/m2. This
is 1.5 times greater than the measured damagethreshold of 1.0 kJ/m2 for
GaAs(39). In the past, the increase in reflectivity seen in Figure 8 was
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Figure 8 Measured reflectivity
of GaAs at 45° incident angle for p-polarized,
2.2-eV light
following excitation with a 70-fs, 1.5-kJ/m 2, 1.9-eV laser pulse. The reflectivity
values are
plotted vs the time delay between the arrival of the excitation pulse and the arrival of the
probe pulse.

The curve through the data is drawn to guide the eye.

attributed to the metallic-like behavior of the excited free carriers. Because
the time scale for the reflectivity rise is about an order of magnitudeshorter
than the time scale for heating of the lattice through phononemission (see
above section), this change cannot be driven by thermal processes.
The reflectivity data alone, however, do not provide a clear link to the
changes in the electronic structure induced by the excitation pulse because
reflectivity measurementsmadeat a single angle of incidence and polarization do not unambiguouslydetermine the induced changes in the semiconductor’s linear optical properties. The ambiguity in interpreting
reflectivity data arises becausereflectivity is not an intrinsic material property. Rather, it is a function of both the real and imaginary parts of the
linear optical susceptibility or, equivalently, the dielectric constant. It is
the response of the dielectric constant that provides a clear link to the
behavior of the electronic structure. One can unambiguously determine
both the real and imaginary parts of the dielectric constant by using two
synchronized probe pulses to simultaneously measure the reflectivity at
two carefully chosen angles of incidence and polarizations (40).
Recent pump-probemeasurementsof the dielectric constant made using
this type of two-angle reflectivity technique show that the reflectivity
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behavior described above reflects a drop in the average bonding-antibonding splitting of the semiconductor, leading to a collapse of the
bandgap(39, 41, 42). The average bonding-antibondingsplitting of
material manifestsitself optically as the resonant frequencyof the main
absorptionpeakin its spectrum(10). Thusthe dropin the averagesplitting
is accompanied
by a drop in the resonant frequencyof the mainabsorption
peak, Asthis resonant frequencydrops through the frequencyof the probe
pulse, the imaginarypart of the dielectric constant at the probefrequency
goes through a peak, while the real part crosses zero. Figure 9, which
showsexperimentalvaluesfor the real andimaginaryparts of the dielectric
constant of GaAsat a photon energy of 2.2 eV plotted vs pump-pi’obe
time delay, illustrates this behavior.Asin Figure8, the excitation pulse is
a 70-fs 1.9-eV laser pulse with a fluence of 1.5 kJ/m2. Note that the
imaginarypart peaks and the real part crosses zero within a few hundred
femtoseconds,indicating that within this time, the averagebonding-antibondingsplitting has droppedfrom its initial value of about 4.5 eVto
below2.2 eV. This evolution of the dielectric constant producesthe rise in
60
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Figure 9 Experimentally determined 2.2-eV dielectric constant of GaAsplotted vs pumpprobe time delay. As in Figure 8, a 70-fs, 1.5-kJ/m2, 1.9-eV laser pulse serves as the pump
pulse. The curves through the data are drawn to guide the eye. O: real part of the dielectric
constant, C): imaginarypart of the dielectric constant.
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the reflectivity seen in Figure8. Lessintense pulses, downto a fluence of
0.8 kJ/m2, producea similar drop in the resonant frequencyof the main
absorptionpeak, but on a slowertime scale.
Thelarge changesin the electronic bandstructure evident in the dielectric constant measurements
most likely arise from a combinationof electronic screeningby the excited free carriers andstructural deformationof
the lattice resulting froman electronicallyinducedlattice instability. The
free carriers generatedby the laser pulse modifythe electronic bandstructure directly through many-body
interactions and by screening the ionic
potential. Arecent calculation showsthat these screeningeffects cause a
2-eVdrop in the direct gap at the X-pointin GaAsif 10%of the valence
electrons are excited to the conductionband--roughlythe free-carrier
density attained by femtosecondexcitation pulses in these experiments
(43). However,the time scale for the drop in the average bonding-antibondingsplitting indicates that electronic screening cannot accountfor
the entire bandgapcollapse. Screeningshouldbe largest immediatelyfollowingthe excitation, i.e. whenthe free-carrier densityis highest. As the
free-carrier density relaxes throughAugerrecombinationand diffusion,
the changesin the electronic bandstructure due to screeningshould also
relax. Instead, whenexcited by pulses of about 1.0 kJ/m2 fluence, the
average bonding-antibondingsplitting continues to drop for picoseconds
followingthe excitation. Thuswhile electronic screeningis an important
effect immediatelyfollowingthe excitation, the changesin the electronic
band structure occurring during the first few picosecondsmustbe due to
changesin the lattice structureitself.
As discussedin the first section of this paper, the covalentbondsthat
hold a semiconductortogether are only stable if the electrons are in
the groundstate. Excitation of electrons from bondingvalence states to
antibondingconductionstates breaks the covalent bonds. If enoughbonds
are broken,the lattice structure will becomeunstable, i.e. certain phonon
modeswill becomesoft, and the lattice will begin to deform. Thus a
femtosecond
laser pulsecan inducea lattice instability if it excites a critical
density of electrons, whichcalculations put at roughly10%of the valence
electrons (25, 44, 45). Underthese conditions, these ions can move
significant fraction of the bondlength within a few hundredfemtoseconds
(45, 46). Since a 10%changein the averagebondlength is sufficient for
the bandgapto collapse (47), this ionic motioncan result in a semiconductor-metal
transition on a time scale consistent with the experimental
data described above. This interpretation of the behavior of the linear
optical properties is further supported by experimental data on the
behaviorof the nonlinear optical properties, whichare discussedbelow.
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Response o f the Second-Order Optical Susceptibility
The symmetriesof a material play an important role in determiningits
nonlinear optical properties (48). Thusmonitoringthe behavior of these
properties can provide useful informationon changesin the lattice structure. In particular, becauseof its sensitivity to crystal structure, secondharmonicgeneration has been used as a probe during laser-induced phase
transitions in both the picosecond(49-51) and in the femtosecondregimes
(33-37, 52). Thecentral idea in mostof this workis that the second-order
optical susceptibility, whichis responsiblefor second-harmonic
generation
in the dipole approximation,is only non-zeroin materials that lack inversion symmetry
(48). In fact, ion implantationexperimentsshowthat a loss
of long-range order, whichin effect producesinversion symmetryon the
scale of the wavelength
of light, is enoughto makethe second-orderoptical
susceptibility vanish (53). Thus in pump-probeexperiments on GaAs,
whichlacks inversion symmetry,a drop to zero in the second-harmonic
signal indicates a loss of long-rangeorder (52, 54).2 It is importantto note
that extracting the true behaviorof the second-ordersusceptibility from
measurementsof the generated second-harmonicsignal requires a knowledge of the changes in the linear properties (52, 54). For femtosecond
laser-pulse excitation of semiconductorsat fluences above the damage
threshold, second-harmonicgeneration has been observed to vanish on a
time scale of about 100 fs following the excitation (33, 36, 55). This
behaviorsupports the conclusionthat a deformationof the lattice causes
the collapse of the bandgapwithin a few hundredfemtoseconds.In GaAs,
the second-orderoptical susceptibility has beenobservedto drop to zero
even at fluences belowthe damagethreshold, whichindicates that there is
a rangeof fluencesat whichthe laser excitation results in a reversibleloss
of long-rangeorder (54).
Combiningthe experimental data on the second-order optical susceptibility with that on the linear optical properties providesa self-consistent picture of the effects of the femtosecond
laser-pulse excitation on
the semiconductor.The excitation of a critical density of electrons from
the valence band to the conductionband destabilizes the covalent bonds
in the material. Theionic motionresulting fromthis laser-inducedlattice
instability leads to a loss of long-rangeorderin the lattice structure, evident
in the drop to zero of the second-harmonic
signal. Thedeformationof the
2 AlthoughSi has inversion symmetry,second-harmonic
generation can still be a useful
tool for monitoringlong-rangeorder with a proper orientation of the crystallographicaxes
andprobe beampolarization. In this case, second-harmonic
generationarises froman orderdependentquadrupoleterm in the second-ordernonlinear polarization (33).
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lattice is accompanied by the drop in the average bonding-antibonding
splitting seen in the resonancebehavior of the dielectric constant.

CONCLUSION
Determining the behavior of the optical properties of semiconductors
during laser-induced phase transitions provides a windowon the complex
interplay between the electronic structure and lattice structure of the
material. By exciting a high density of electrons from the valence band to
the conduction band, an intense femtosecond laser pulse can destabilize
the covalent bonds of the semiconductor. The creation of the required
density of free carriers is made possible by the very short time during
which the energy is deposited into the electronic system. The deformation
of the lattice structure that is driven by the electronic excitation in turn
changes the electronic band structure, leading to a drop in the average
bonding-antibondingsplitting and a transition to metallic behavior.
While muchhas been learned about laser-induced phase transitions in
semiconductors since the discovery of laser annealing, manyquestions
remain to be answered. For example, what are the details of the bandgap
collapse? Canwe distinguish more clearly the role of electronic screening
from that of lattice deformation in modifying the electronic band structure? What does the deformed lattice look like? What are the lattice
relaxation dynamics at fluences below the damagethreshold? Remaining
issues such as these promiseto keep this a stimulating field of research.
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